1. You need an entry permit to access to Port Areas.
2. To get an entry permit please go to:
   http://www.porto.trieste.it/ita/modulistica/permessi_accesso_porto
   or directly contact the Port Authority at the telephone number:
   +39.0406731 (switchboard)
3. When on foot, please walk on the dedicated footpaths. If dedicated
   footpaths are not available, do keep the right side of the road lane.
4. When on a vehicle, do obey to existing road rules. It is advisable to
   drive under the exposed speed limit; do respect road signs.
5. Pay attention to the transit of Port Equipment/Machineries and of Rail-
   wagons.
6. Do always park in authorized areas only. Do not park on quays and/or
   within operational areas of marine terminals. Do not park on rail tracks.
7. Move and drive carefully: road surface might be uneven or damaged.
8. Do not enter prohibited areas or buildings if not specifically authorized.
9. Do not enter operational areas of marine terminals without permit of
   the terminal operator.
10. Do not stand or walk under suspended cargo.
11. Do always wear the safety gear (i.e. helmet, shoes, etc.) provided to you
    by a Port Operator.